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4 days Program 
  City  Planning  Lunch Dinner  Accommodation 

Day 1 Geneva / Lausanne 

Morning Meet & greet at Geneva airport & 
transfer to Lausanne Hotel Mövenpick   
 
Afternoon private guided tour of Lausanne 
(including Rolex Learning center & EPFL Campus)  

Hotel Mövenpick Restaurant La Suite 

Hotel Mövenpick 

Day 2 
Lausanne / Gstaad  
Golden Train & Glacier 
3000 Experience 

09am Departure Lausanne Hotel to Montreux, to 
board on the Golden Train Panoramic to Gstaad 
11am Arrival in Gstaad and walking village tour  
12pm Transfer to Glacier 3000 for lunch on Top & 
enjoy the mountain activities 
04pm Return back to Montreux for a wine tasting 
05pm Wine tasting Lavaux Unesco Vineyards 
06pm Transfer back to Lausanne (20 min) 

Botta Restaurant  
Glacier 3000 

Restaurant Eligo  

Day 3 Lausanne / Gruyères 

09am Departure Lausanne to Gruyères  10.15am 
Arrival in Gruyères area, visit & workshop at Cailler 
Chocolate factory 
12pm Lunch in Gruyères village 
02pm Transfer to Montreux  
03pm Arrival Montreux & visit Chaplins’ World 
05pm Transfer back to Lausanne (30min)  

Restaurant Hotel de 
Ville 

Dinner Cruise Leman 
Lake 

Day 4 Lausanne / Geneva 
Morning Visit of the Olympic Museum in Lausanne 
including lunch on spot 
Afternoon Departure to Geneva airport 

Restaurant Tom’s café 
Olympic Museum 

On board 



Hotel Mövenpick Lausanne 4* 

The 4 Stars Mövenpick Hotel Lausanne is the perfect destination for business or leisure travellers to discover 
the charm and hospitality of Lausanne. Hotel is located 50 minutes from Geneva international airport and 
easily accessible by train & metro from the main train station. 

 

Our Hotel boasts 337 modern non-smoking rooms, including Superior rooms recently renovated, Premium 
rooms with balcony, six Junior Suites and one Duplex Suite. 

The Mövenpick Restaurant is open every day to enjoy a meal or one of our famous Mövenpick ice creams. 
Savour our signature dishes and innovative creations around Brasserie style cuisine. We also offer a rich 
breakfast featuring fresh products and personalised with live cooking. 

You will enjoy typical Italian creations at our Trattoria Ciao. We offer a variety of Italian specialties, pasta 
dishes and pizzas in combination with perfect Mövenpick Wines. 

 

Our 18 modular conference rooms, offer the ideal conditions for any event of up to 400 attendees. On the 
ground floor, the 430 m² ballroom is perfectly equipped and has enough space for your meetings or your 
wedding. 



Superior room 

Superior room 



Premium room 



We make 
moments 







Olympia 



Salon II 



Day 1  
 

Arrival Geneva  
&  

Lausanne sightseeing  



Lausanne Sightseeing Tour 
Panoramic city Tour in Lausanne  
In Lausanne, during a 02.00hrs city tour, you will discover  the second-largest city 
on Lake Geneva, which combines a dynamic commercial town with the locality 
of a holiday resort. The capital of the canton of Vaud is also a lively university 
and convention town. Sports and culture are given a high profile in the Olympic 
capital.   



Rolex Learning Center - Lausanne 

The Rolex Learning Center, designed by the internationally renowned Japanese Architecture Office SANAA, is both a learning 
laboratory, a library housing 500,000 books and an international cultural center. It is open to both students and the public. On a 
continuous surface of 20 000 m2 it offers services, libraries, information centers, social spaces, places of study, restaurants, cafes 
and magnificent exteriors. The building is extremely innovative, with gentle slopes and terraces waving around interior "patios". 
Not to mention the almost invisible pillars that support the curved roof, a structure that required unprecedented construction 
methods. 

 

"The Rolex Learning Center is a perfect example of our school, where the traditional boundaries between disciplines are outdated, 
where mathematicians and engineers meet with neuroscientists and microtechnicians to imagine the technologies that will 
improve our lives. We invite the public to discover this space so that they understand that working in the scientific field means 
participating in the progress of society, "says Patrick Aebischer, President of EPFL. 

 



EPFL campus  
Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne 

The Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) is one of the two prestigious Swiss federal institutes of technology. From its 
foundation in 1853, EPFL has evolved into a strategic centre of innovation in Switzerland and an internationally recognized 
institution. Through its innovative approach, it fosters the development of ties between students, academics, scientists, and 
entrepreneurs. Nowadays, it regularly ranks among the best universities in Europe and in the world in academic rankings. Over the 
years, EPFL has become increasingly international, recruiting the best students and outstanding faculty worldwide counting 112 
nationalities on campus. 

 

Daily encounters facilitate the emergence of innovative technological and architectural projects that greatly benefit THE SWISS 
TECH CONVENTION CENTER. 

 

THE SWISS TECH CONVENTION CENTER is set against a spectacular backdrop in the heart of one of Switzerland’s most vibrant 
areas, the Lake Geneva Region. Located on the campus of the prestigious École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), its 
futuristic design makes it a truly unique building in Europe. With its close proximity to Lausanne, designated the Olympic Capital, 
THE SWISS TECH CONVENTION CENTER is an ideal platform for exchanges among conference delegates from around the world. 

 

 



Restaurant La Suite – Lausanne 

Decorated with a trendy and minimalist decor , the hotel comfortably on three levels combines all the assets to seduce a large 
clientele . Bright white dominates in these places, highlighted by natural light and brown wood tones . In the evening, the candles give 
a more friendly atmosphere. The concept of restoration, concocted by a talented brigade wants a quality Mediterranean cuisine.  



Day 2  
 

Golden Train  
&  

Glacier 3000 



Goldenpass Train Montreux to Gstaad 

The GoldenPass Line, an extraordinary journey in 3 different trains, with a panoramic view of breathtaking scenery. A never-
ending spectacle of three mountain passes, the famous 4000 metres Alpine peaks, 8 lakes and unforgettable excursions. 



Village tour Gstaad 
The Gstaad-Saanenland holiday region in the Bernese Oberland attracts a charming mix of visitors: while the chalet village of 
Gstaad welcomes famous guests, the smaller neighbouring villages offer attractive options for families with children. In recent 
years, the centre of Gstaad has developed into the most popular and shortest “shopping mile” in Switzerland. 

With its top hotels, gourmet restaurants, luxury chalets and nearby Saanen airport, the car-free resort of Gstaad is a popular 
destination for international celebrities. 

 

With the neighbouring resorts of Saanen, Schönried, Saanenmöser, Zweisimmen, Gsteig, Lauenen, Feutersoey, Turbach and 
Abländschen, the Saanenland as a whole however offers a considerably broader spectrum: the nature preserve by idyllic Lake 
Lauenen with its waterfalls and high moors, the narrow streets in the historic village centre of Saanen, the advantageous situation 
of Schönried and Saanenmöser for winter sports enthusiasts and the peacefulness of the idyllic mountain village of Abländschen 
are examples of an extremely diverse holiday region. 



Restaurant Botta – Glacier 3000 

Situated at 3,000m, this restaurant was designed by the famous Swiss 
architect, Mario Botta. On the upper level is a "gastroramical" restaurant 
where you can savor our discriminating dishes accompanied by a vintage 
Démon des Cimes, whilst admiring the superb panoramic views.  

Botta 3000 is the ideal venue to organize your dinner parties or company 
gatherings, under a panoply of stars. 

4th floor restaurant: 120 seats, including a multimedia system for 
presentations 
3rd floor self-service restaurant: 150 seats 
Terrace with a bar on the 2nd floor: 80 seats 



Glacier 3000 & Peak walk by Tissot 

Glacier 3000 is an excursion paradise in both summer and winter! The ride on the aerial ropeway from Col du Pillon to Scex Rouge 
is a special experience in itself.  

The first and only suspension bridge to connect two mountain peaks is open. The "Peak Walk by Tissot" is free of charge for 
Glacier 3000 visitors and is open year round (depending on weather conditions). 

 



Wine Tasting Lavaux Unesco Vineyards 

There, at the very heart of the terraces of the Lavaux area as 
it unfurls before you down to the lakeshore set against the 
backdrop of the Alps, stands a vintner’s “capite”, a little cabin 
built especially for you. 
 
A roof, a table, a few chairs and a bottle of Saint-Saphorin 
help you to blend into the countryside and enjoy an 
absolutely unique panorama, now designated a UNESCO 
World Heritage site.  
 



Eligo Restaurant - Lausanne 

ELIGO, FROM LATIN « TO MAKE A CHOICE » 
Our choice is to offer fine, generous and flavoursome cuisine, using only fresh, seasonal produce, 
most of which is sourced from local producers. 
Our Chef makes it a point of honour to follow the suggestions made by our producers, adapting 
constantly to what Mother Nature sends our way. 
 
Eligo is also the fusion of three countries: France, Italy and Switzerland. 
Taking advantage of Lake Geneva’s unique geographical position which offers vineyards, agriculture, 
stockbreeding, fishing and dairy produce, and drawing on our respective cultures and origins, we have 
chosen to combine Gragnano durum-wheat pasta with Lake Geneva crayfish; line-caught whiting with 
Savigny lager beer; free-range eggs from Bremblens with cured lardo from the Aosta valley and 
Perigord black truffle. 

 



Day 3  
 

Chocolate workshop 
&  

Chaplin’s World 



Chocolate workshop Cailler Factory 
Discover the Atelier du Chocolat where you can make your own creations, under the guidance of a Cailler chocolatier. Here, you will learn such 
terms as tempering, conching and ganache.  In these courses, you will create fine chocolates while working with bitter or sweet flavours. At the 
end of the workshop, you leave not only with some great memories, but also with the chocolates that you have made. The Atelier du Chocolat 

offers a range of courses to choose from each week. 



Chaplin’s World 
Enter the world of Charlie Chaplin and share a unique moment with friends and family as you  
meet one of the 20th century’s most celebrated artists, along with the stars and celebrities who  
shaped his life.  
Chaplin’s World By Grévin offers an exciting mix of entertainment and culture, taking you on a  
journey back in time, by combining unique exhibits and film clips with interactive displays and  
multimedia installations. 
 
Charlie Chaplin is back in the magnificent family home where he once lived. Nestled between mountains 
 and lake, the legendary Manoir de Ban reopens its doors so you can relive some of the highlights from Chaplin’s life. 
1850 m2 of exhibition space: our unique visitor experience is inspired by the grand surroundings of the Manoir de Ban, a listed building 
where Charlie Chaplin and his family used to live, and by the work of one of the 20th century’s most celebrated filmmakers. Admire the 
magnificent decors and enjoy a whole range of interactive exhibits in the new purpose-built Studio. 

http://www.google.ch/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=fr-_KrYKWtwsQM&tbnid=A8jbEYfkGTZHCM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.bern.com/&ei=tpugUvejKuW70wWDzoGQBQ&bvm=bv.57155469,d.bGQ&psig=AFQjCNFe8_Qulv2K0jN0BW6cwaO6-ygrug&ust=1386343731385636


Private cruise on Lake Leman –  
Gala Dinner from Lausanne 

This cruise offers you uncountable possibilities of lakeside relaxation, combining pleasure of your eyes and your taste buds, thanks 
to a high quality catering offer. Embark in the evening for a Gala Dinner cruise and enjoy a delicious menu along the Léman lake 
landscapes.  



Day 4  
 

Olympic Museum  
&  

Departure to Geneva airport 



The Olympic Museum - Lausanne 

Inaugurated in 1993 in Ouchy on a lakeside promenade, the Olympic Museum replaced a number of temporary museums 
successively set up since 1915. It is undoubtedly the best-known Lausanne museum throughout the world. 

Its permanent exhibition illustrates the great plan of Baron de Coubertin, the renovator of the Games who died in 1937 shortly 
after becoming an honorary citizen of Lausanne. There are countless historical objects: the Olympic torches of all games, and the 
equipment used by top athletes to win the gold medal.  
The thematic temporary exhibitions focus on current events. For example the exhibition held at the end of 2007 with the title 
Les Voiles du Défi (Challenging Sails) paid tribute to the American Cup in conjunction with celebrating the hundred years of the 
International Sailing Federation. The museum is lively and highly interactive. Thanks to information technology and robotics, 
great Olympic moments can be re-experienced. A library, a videotheque, a centre of Olympic studies, an auditorium and a 
panoramic restaurant complete the offer. 

 



Tom’s Café the Olympic Museum - 
Lausanne 

Inaugurated in 1993 in Ouchy on a lakeside promenade, the Olympic Museum replaced a 
number of temporary museums successively set up since 1915. It is undoubtedly the best-
known Lausanne museum throughout the world. 

"The Olympic Experience" gives you the chance to hold seminars and corporate functions in a 
unique location dedicated to sport, art and culture, imbued with the Olympic values of 
excellence, respect and friendship. 

"The Olympic Experience" is a whole new corporate concept which taps into the prestige and 
expertise of the International Olympic Committee, guaranteeing that your function will be an 
event to remember.  

 



SM Travel 

P.O. Box 2102 

1211 Geneva 01 / Switzerland 

Phone : +41 22 731 65 20 

smtravel@dmcgva.ch   

We would be pleased to welcome you in Switzerland ! 

Pictures are non-contractuals 

mailto:smtravel@dmcgva.ch

